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Future Loops proudly presents Dubbed Guitars a collection of over 

1.000 dub guitar loops & one-shots both in WAV & REX format. 

 

 

 Dubbed Guitars was recorded in 4 different tempos - 60, 70, 80 and 

100 BPM - and loops were performed in several different keys , 

providing you with a fresh diversity of guitar sounds & tones that will 

adapt perfectly to your dub productions. 

  

Since this sample pack was specially conceived to bring Dub 

producers a broad spectrum of ready-to-use dub guitars please 

expect a lot of processing and effects .  Although there are some 

more natural and raw loops , many of the guitar samples have been 

fully dubbified ! 

 

The loops are divided into 3 folders : 

Chords - Live studio dub guitar recordings . Loops tend to a drier 

sound with mild reverb or delay . 

Dubbed - A mix of live studio recordings & programmed patterns . 

Loops are heavily processed dub-style ! 

Licks - Cool dub riffs recorded live with mild processing  . 
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For even more sonic possibilities Dubbed Guitars also deconstructs 

the loops into One-Shots and includes over 800 pre-sliced samples 

so there is plenty of dub guitar material to work with ! 

  

In sum , here's what Dubbed Guitars has to offer: 

  

336 MB (404 MB after content duplication) 

279 Dub Guitar Loops: 

- 85 Chords Loops at 60, 80 and 100 BPM 

- 102 Dubbed Guitar Loops at 60, 70 and 80 BPM 

- 92 Licks Loops at 60, 80 and 100 BPM 

- 820 One-Shots 

 

Dubbed Guitars was designed for Dub productions but it's diversity 

of tempos, keys and structure makes it remarkably useful for a lot of 

other genres such as Reggae, Dubstep, Drum & Bass, Chill-out, 

Ambient and even Hip-Hop! 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 


